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Practicing
Kindness
By Denis Collins, Samantha Doherty,
Bret Hagen and Nathan Meyer
ACCORDING TO BUDDHIST philosophy, earth is the place where we are
meant to grow our hearts by practicing
kindness. Business life offers infinite possibilities to do so, and two Madison companies are among those leading the way.
Dan
Rashke,
CEO
of
Total
Administrative Services Corporation,
provides his employees the opportunity to
volunteer one day—paid for by the company—each quarter. With approximately
275 employees, that translates to 1,100
volunteer days a year.
“We are in a unique position to create a
sizable impact on the community,”
Rashke says.
It’s a win-win situation: employees
make a difference in the community and
bring that sense of accomplishment back
to work with them. Service to others
improves employee morale and builds
teamwork.
TASC sponsors Red Cross blood drives
and donates an average of 52 pints of
blood a year. In addition, employees make
fundraising presentations during regularly scheduled staff meetings.
“Volunteering is one of the most powerful things a person can do,” says
Rashke, 43, who’s been volunteering since
high school.
While helping out at a local community center, Rashke heard the usual cadre of
volunteers did not enjoy performing
badly needed maintenance work. He
immediately rolled up his sleeves and did
some painting, cleaning and fixing.
Kindness to customers should be a core
value at all organizations. Exhibiting
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kindness to older adults makes good business sense to pharmacist Mike Flint of
Mallatt Pharmacy. Employees routinely
deliver medications and drive home customers who would otherwise have to walk.
Whenever possible, Mallatt recommends
less expensive generic drugs to customers
and process their insurance claims.
“The small size of our pharmacy means
that customers can speak directly to their
pharmacist,” Flint says. “I know all my
patients by name, and that’s something
you won’t find at a large pharmacy.”
Prescription confusion is a major cause
of older adult health problems. Research
studies report that seventy-five percent of
prescriptions are improperly taken, and
fifteen percent of seniors admitted to
hospitals are there as a result of these
problems.
“About twenty percent of the people in
nursing homes are there because they
didn’t understand their prescriptions,”
Flint says.
Despite his busy schedule, Flint, who
has worked at Mallatt’s for nearly three
decades, lunches with small groups of
older adults several times a month to provide the latest industry information about
medications and health care topics.
He also helps customers connect with
each another with a “Santa for Seniors”
holiday program. Older adults write a
request for a small item on a Christmas
tree ornament and other customers purchase these items for them.
“This job is definitely very rewarding,”
Flint says. “At the end of the day, I’m able
to step back and say ‘I made a difference
today.’”
How can employees in your organization practice kindness to customers, the
community and each other?
Denis Collins is a professor of business at
Edgewood College. Samantha Doherty, Brett
Hagen and Nathan Meyer are Edgewood
College students.
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